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SCENE

1, 2 and 3: Stands

P: Projection screen

M1: Metronome 1. M.M.150

M2: Metronome 2. M.M. 65

S: First Position of the speaker

A, B, C and D: Positions of the players

at A: Cymbal, small tom-tom,

snare drum, large tom-tom, hi-hat

at B: Cymbal, large tom-tom

at C: Cymbal, snare drum, large

tom-tom, bass drum

Lighting:

- On stage: only the light of the

projector.

- Offstage: a soft light to enable

the players to see

- Audience: a clear light for the

beginning and end of the piece.

Costumes:

- black clothing (gown) for the

Narrator. Soft shoes, in order to

avoid a clear hearing of the

footsteps.

- no special clothing for the other

three performers. They should,

however, wear shoes that make

a clear and rhythmic sound

while walking.



SCRIPT

Beginning

If it is possible, the three players should already be in their

respective starting positions: at C.

Fade up of the first projected word, SPACE. 10 seconds.

A

Speaker:

A: look over the stand, as if there were public there

B: look to the stand

C: look to the left

211: stopgesture

4 levels of energie -0=none to 4=maximal- x 2

hands: left (left subindex) and right (right subindex)

010 111 212 313

A dotted line means to keep the mouth position of the

corresponding phoneme.

The movements of the percussionist should be as soft as possible

b. 1 The Narrator enters and moves directly to stand 1. (7

seconds).

b. 3, V = Breath gesture. Moderately loud.

b. 24, 2 = Fast movement of the hand towards the stand in a

gesture of holding papers

b. 25, 3 = Turn over the page with a sonorous gesture

b. 26 = Walks decidedly to stand 2 and without a pause, begin

section B.

B

The intensity produced by the counterpoint between the “sound”

of the text and the “gesture” of the text must be made with

precission

b. 38, 4 = hit the stand with the hand

C

The text that is not drawn with rhythmical values must follow

with the natural rhythms and inflections of the words. The

inflections of the text drawn with rhythmical values must occur

with the given musical rhythmn or pulse, resulting in a more

mechanic or forced manner.

b. 54, 5 = hold and lift up one paper of the stand

b. 60, 6 = drop the paper

b. 64 the same actions as before, but with another piece of paper

b. 72, 7 = minimal rotation:

b. 74, 8 = 180º rotation:

D

b. 75 the word space is followed by several words, which should

occur with high rhythmical precision. At this point the Narrator

will also be projected onto the screen distorting the form of the

words, though not enough that they are illegible.

b. 80, 9 and 10 = continuous rotation of the head. A gesture of

negation that begins very slowly and gradually increases the

tempo to 153, where the gesture finally becomes perceivable.

b. 143, 11 = rotation:

b. 143, 12 = one step forward:

b. 164, 13 = put metronome 1 in movement (MM=150)

E

b. 168, 14 = go quickly to stand 3. and begin to read the

corresponding text

b. 170 and f., 15 = lift up the paper and extend it, so that a placard

with the corresponding text appears:

b. 199 clarinet: goes quickly to position D and begin to play the

next passage

F

b. 225, 16 = put metronome 2 in motion (MM=65) and rotate in

the direction of the audience. Leave in this position untill the

beginning of G

G

b. 258 breathe to a point that is both visually and aurally

perceptable to the audience, whilst avoiding any artificial or over

expressive breathing sounds or gestures, making a distinct

difference between when breath occurs and when no breath

occurs.

H

b. 276 continue without movement until the beginning of I, while

the players begin to take over the dramatic attention.

b. 304 and 314 recitation without conveying any emotion.

I

b. 322 a little bit louder, but still without any emotion.

J

the whole section consists of actions with a medium woodblock.

The line represents the elevation of the beater from the

woodblock to the level of the head, while an ‘x’ means to hit the

woodblock with the beater.

K

b. 359 fade out of the word LIGHT, parallel with a fade in of the

hall light. 2 seconds.

END
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